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TIME-RESOLVED SPECTROSCOPY USING SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

Erwin David Poliakoff

Materials and Molecular Research Division
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory

and

Department of Chemistry
University of California

Berkeley, CA 947Z0

Abstract

Work performed at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory

(SSRL) is reported. The timing characteristics of the SPEAR beam

(pulse width S 0.4 nsec, pulse repetition period = 780 nsec) were

exploited to determine dynamic behavior of atomic, molecular, excimeric,

and photodissociative gas-phase species excited by vacuum-ultraviolet

(VUV) radiation. Fast fluorescence timing measurements were done to

determine excited-state lifetimes of Kr and Xe. Pressure-dependent

timing studies on Xe gas at higher concentrations demonstrated some of

the problems associated with previous kinetic modeling of the Xe Z system.

It was found that even qualitative agreement of observed Xe Z lifetimes

as a function of pressure required the assumption that the radiative

lifetime was a strong function of internuclear separation. The radi

ative decays of chemically unstable fragments, CN*(BZ~+) and XeF*(BZ~+

Zand C IT 3/ Z)' were studied by pulsed photodissociation of stable parent

compounds, ICN and XeF
Z

. When the polarization of the CN*(BZ~+)

fragment fluorescence was measured, it was found to be non-zero and

strongly dependent on excitation wavelength. This polarization is

1



related to the symtrtetry of the photodissociative surface via a classical

model, and the variations in the polarization with wavelength is attri

buted to symmetry and lifetime effects of a predissoaiating parent

molecule. Despite the drawbacks of limited availability and low

radiation flux,synchrotron radiation is definitely a useful spectroscopic

tool for VUV studies of gas-phase systems.

2
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Chapter 1

Intrbdtiction

1. General

In recent years, the use of synchrotron radiation for spectroscopic

studies has increased dramatically. The work reported in this thesis

demonstrates the utility of the pulse structure at the Stanford

EYnchrotron !adiation ~aboratory (SSRL) for the study of dynamic pro-

cesses occurring in gas-phase systems. At the time that this experi-

mental program started, there was a scarcity of synchrotron radiation

experiments concerned with dynamic behavior. Thus, a diverse range of

projects was carried out, probing the strengths and weaknesses of the

synchrotron radiation source. This diversity is reflected in the con-

tents which follow; to clarify the unifying aspects of the chapters, it

is instructive to note where the common ground lies:

1) Atoms and simple molecules in the gas phase were studied
I

at ambient temperature (-294°K).

2) Excitation energies were used in the range 4 eV :5 hv :5 11. 8 eV.

3) Signal detection involved fluorescence decay; i. e.,

experiments were of the form

A + hv ~ B + C + hv'

4) Fluorescence was observed as a function of time, the decay

rates being the quantity of interest most often.

These points illustrate the nature of the work.

Firstly, atoms and simple molecules are of interest because they

demonstrate most of the properties of interest to the physical chemist
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with none of the perturbations found in condensed phases. For example,

the excited-state lifetime is a sensitive probe of. the electronic

structure of these systems, and is directly comparable to state-of-the-

·art calculations. Secondly, the range of photon energies indicates

that transitions involved valence electrons excited to unoccupied

valence or Rydberg orbitals.

Fluorescence detection actually limited the scope of the work in

some ways, especially in cases of fragmentation studies. Some of the

fragmentation studies utilized the polarization properties of the

synchrotron radiation to probe the dynamics of the fragmentation event.

The angular distribution of photons fluoresced from excited-state

fragments created via photodissociation are related to the symmetry of

the dissociative surface. Thus, a measurement of the angulardistri-

bution of photons (o·r, equivalently, the fluorescence polarization) can

yield the detailed nature of the dissociative surface(s). One obtains

information of the type which is found in photo fragment spectroscopy

.. . 1l.nvest1.gat1.ons.

While offering advantages of experimental simplicity and yielding

complementary information to photofragment spectroscopy, the polariza-

tion measurement is limited to generating data on surfaces with excited-

state fragment asymptotes, an inherent limitation of the polarization

technique (which is discussed in Chapter 5). Extensions of this

technique, involving laser-induced fluorescence of the fragment, for

example, could overcome this limitation
2

(though no measurements of this

type have been done~ to my knowledge).

The majority of the work, however, deals with the time-dependent

radiative decay of excited states following pulsed photon excitation.

-.
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This provides information relative to photochemical and photophysical

systems. In order to determine absolute rates of photochemical (or

physical) processes involving an excited state, one must first know

the rate of fluorescence (or equivalently, the radiative lifetime) of

that state since radiative decay is a competitive process. For the

simple case of non-reversible collisional quenching, Stern-Volmer

kinetics
3

apply, and an example is found in Chapter 5, where a study of

the collisional deactivation of the CN*(B2E+) state is discussed.

An additional advantage of synchrotron radiation (at SSRL) for

such studies is that the excited states may be directly populated and

the fluorescence decay can be directly monitored (not strictly true for

photodissociation, as discussed in Chapter 5). This is in contrast to

indirect techniques, such as pulsed electron-bombardment excitation4

or modulated CW excitation with phase-shift detection. 5 A review of

various methods of lifetime determinations is given by Imhof and Read6

and related laser experiments are discussed by Yardley.7

The remainder of this thesis is partitioned as follows: a dis-

cuss ion of lifetimes is contained in Section II of this chapter.

Properties of synchrotron radiation are reviewed in Section III.

Chapters 2-4 concern radiative fluorescence decay. Chapter 2 reports

atomic lifetime measurements; Chapter 3, Xe 2 radiative decay; Chapter 4,

fragment radiative lifetimes following photodissociation; Chapter 5,

polarization of fragment fluorescence to determine excited-state

electronic symmetry (of disSbciative surfaces); Chapter 6 discusses

general conclusions briefly.
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II. Lifetimes

. . . 0
If a system of atoms (~r molecules) has Nk atoms (or molecules) in

an excited state,k, at time to' and decays to states, {i},with rates

{~i}' then the differential equation describing the population of state

k as a function of time is

-N~ L~ ..
i 1.

(l)

The solution to this equation is given simply by

where

(2)

(3)

One should note that the lifetime of level k, Tk , is dependent on a sum

of decay rates. Thus, if comparison of a theoretical value for T
k

and

an experimental one disagree, the discrepancy is not easily traceable

to a specific term. In many instances, however, the summation of

Eq. (3) is restricted to a single term or a few terms. Then, T k becomes

a more sensitive probe of the electronic structure of state k.

Now, the nature of the ~i's will be discussed for the illustrative

case of an atom decaying from state k to state i via an electric-dipole ~,

transition. If both states k and i are non-degenerate,

4 3

~i

647T vki ISki
1
2

• (4)= 3h
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Here~ vki is the energy separation of states k and i in wavenumbers

(cm-l)~ h is Planck's constant~ and

(5)

where e is the charge of the electron and E~ is the position vector of

the ~th electron coordinate. If states k and i are degenerate~ Eq. (4)

is still valid~ though the quantity of interest is usually the fotal

rate of depletion of a given magnetic sublevel, k , into all the
m

magnetic sublevels~ i , of state i. Now it is shown that this quantity
n

is independent of magnetic sublevel~ k .m

.~ i =
m

4 3
641T v

ki
3h

+J.
~

L
n=-J

i

(6)

The quantity, ~ E~~ is the dipole operator and has components that trans
~

form as a spherical tensor~ T ~ of rank 1, i.e.~ v = 1. Thus, Eq. (6)
vq

is rewritten (dropping constant factors, using the Wigner-Eckart theorem)

+1
Ak i cc I

m q=-l

+J.
~

L
n=-J.

~

+J.
~

L
n=-J.

~

(7)

where <kJkll TIll iJi> is a reduced matrix element and <Jkm IlJi qn> is a

Clebsch-Gordon coefficient. 8 A fundamental normalization property of

the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients is

+v
L

q=-v

J.
~

L
n=-J.

~
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So, Eq. (7) is rewritten

which is independent of the magnetic substate, k, that is decaying.
m

(8)

In hindsight, this result is obvious, since the independence on k
m

only implies that the rate with which a substate decays is independent

of its orientation in space. The same reasoning can be applied to

molecular electronic decay and one finds that the lifetime is to be

found independent of M
J

(with J now referring to the rotational motion

of the molecule). Additionally; ~i is independent of J, as long as

the rotational energy spacings are much smaller than the electronic

energy difference of the transition. (Exceptions can be found, however,

when particular J levels from one vibrational-electronic manifold are

strongly mixed with rotational levels from a different electronic

manifold. 2)

III. Synchrotron Radiation

The properties of synchrotron radiation have been reviewed

. . 9-12
extens1vely, so only a brief account of the aspects pertinent to the

contents of this thesis are discussed. When electrons are accelerated

in a curved orbit with relativistic velocities, synchrotron radiation

is produced with properties9 very different than classical dipole, or

simple antennae-generated radiation:

(1) The radiation has a continuous spectral distribution that

extends from the IR to the VUV (X-ray, in some cases)

range of the spectrum.
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(2) The polarization of the radiation, P, usually exceeds that

of classically produced dipole radiation. If s-type re

flections
13

are used in the collection optics, it is

possible that P ~ 0.99 for most ~avelengths. The definition

of P is

where I
U

is the intensity with the £-vector in the plane of

the electron orbit, and II is the intensity with e:-vector

perpendicular to that plane. (Thus, as a design criterion

for most beam lines that collect and monochromatize the

radiation, vertical reflections are used whenever possible.)

(3) The radiation is nearly confined (referring to the angular

spread) to the plane of the electron orbit.

(9)

(4) Some synchrotrons and electron storage rings produce radiation

with pulse characteristics suited to timing experiments.

(5) The radiation is produced in an ultra-high vacuum environment;

this is because the lifetime of a stored beam depends on the

concentration of gas molecules. Collisions between electrons

and gas molecules lower the intensity of the electron beam,

and consequently, the synchrotron radiation.

The last feature is a drawback for gas-phase studies since the

experimenter's chamber must be separated from the beam line by either a

window material or a differential pumping section to prevent contamina-

tion of the electron storage ring. In the VUV and soft x-ray region of

the spectrum, suitable window ciaterialsare frequently difficult or
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impossible to obtain. UnfortunatelYt windowless t differentially-pumped

b 1 · h· d d . Ii 14eam l.nes are on teen angere . speCl.es st.

The wor.k reported in this thesis was performed at the Stanford

EYnchrotron ~adiation ~aboratory (SSRL). SpecificallYt all experiments

were performed at the 8° branch line of beam line I at SSRL. The

features of this· facility have been reviewed t
11 though some comments

are in order. At this branch line, radiatiori is available in the range

10-1 ~-1
4 eV ~ hv ~ 36 eV with a nominal photon flux of 10 photons-sec -A

and polarization, P, greater than 97%.

One last general r~mark is that access to these facilities is not

abundant. Some of the consequences of this are discussed in the thesis

15of Rosenberg.
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. Chapter 2

Fluorescent Lifetimes of Atomic Kr and Xe

I. Introduction

Oscillator strengths for the np5(n+l)s1 levels in Xe and Kr have

been the subject of investigations by several methods in the past t and

the previously published results are not always mutually consistent (see

Tables land 2). Interest in obtaining accurate measurements of the

atomic lifetimes has been increasing because the dimers have demo~strated

laser potential. The lifetimes of these atomic states enter into the

rate equations for formation of the dimers; thus accurate lifetime values

are required to quantitatively describe the reaction kinetics. 1t2 In

addition t the large spin-orbit splitting of the core hole state of

heavier gases requires an alternate coupling scheme. Therefore t reliable

experimental results are desirable to facilitate tests of various

theoretical approaches.

In this chapter t the first values of five excited-state lifetimes

in atomic krypton and xenon are reported as determined by resonance

fluorescence decay. The results are compared with previous experimental

values and with theory.

II. Experimental

The experiments were performed on the 8° beam line at SSRL. A

detailed description of this facility was given elsewhere. 3 BrieflYt 3.2

milliradians of radiation from the storage ring is subtended by a mirror

and focused onto the grating of a l-meter Seya-Namioka monochromator

(UHV Design t GCA/McPherson). The dispersed light passes through an exit
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o
slit (2 A band pass) and enters the gas cell through a LiF window. The

-10LiF window serves both to isolate the ultrahigh vacuum (1 x 10 torr)

of the monochromator from the gas cell and to filter out higher-order

light. The excitation energies are restricted, however, to wavelengths

o
longer than 1050 A because of the LiF cutoff. The light entering the gas

cell is ~ 97% plane-polarized and focused to a cross-section of

approximately 1 mm x 3 mm.

The experimental apparatus and associated electronics are shown

diagrammatically in Figure 1. An EMR 510-G photomultiplier (LiF window,

CsI cathode), mounted perpendicular to both the propagation vector and

the polarization vector, was used to detect the fluorescent radiation.

The photomultiplier was placed approximately 2.5 cm and 1.0 cm from the

interaction region for the Kr and Xe studies, respectively. The photo-

multiplier and associated electronics limited the time resolution of

the experiments to ~1.8 nsec. There was no energy-selective device in

the fluorescence channel because in atomic systems in the low pressure

limit only resonance fluorescence occurs. The acceptance range for

o
fluorescence was 1050-1850 A due to the LiF-cutoff and the CsI response

limit of the photomultiplier. Within this range only the spin-orbit

doublet of the 4p55s 1 configuration in Kr could be. excited, while in Xe

the analogous levels plus several more states could be reached.

The data were recorded by a conventional single photon counting

technique. The photomultiplier pulses were amplified and discriminated,

then used as the start signals for the time-to-amplitude converter

equipped with a single channel analyzer (Ortec model 467). The stop

pulse was provided by a signal from an ,induction coil located in the
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*ring. The data were accumulated in a multi-channel analyzer.

During these experiments~ the electron beam current was between

12 rnA and 18 rnA~ from which we expect a photon flux on the order of

10 -610 /sec. With sample pressure in the 10range~ the counting rate

ranged from 1500 to 2500Isec.~ of which about one-third was true

fluorescence events and two-thirds came from Rayleigh scattering of the

incident light. Typical counting times were 60-90 min.

The gases were obtained from Airco Company~ and were 99.995% pure.

To maintain a fresh sample in the gas cell~ the gas was continuously

leaked iilto the sample chamber~ which was pumped by a diffusion pump.

-6The base pressure was 1 x 10 torr.

III. Results and Discussion

Typical decay curves are shown in Figure 2. Data analysis was done

by means of a least-squarffifitting routine in which the background was

subtracted. The "prompt" peak with a maximum at time t= 0 (ca. channel

860) is due to the large number of Rayleigh scattering events~ broadened

by instrumental response~ which is essentially Gaussian. This form of

the response function was confirmed by measurements made off resonance~

where Rayleigh scattering was present~ but resonance fluorescence was not.

The total observed resonance fluorescence decay curve is also broadened

by the Gaussian "prompt" curve. Since the "prompt" curve is very narrow

(FWHM = 1. 8 ns) ~ the true lifetime could be found by fitting at times far

enough removed from t = O~ that the Gaussian had become negligible. The

validity of this procedure was confirmed by analytical techniques. (See

Appendix B of this chapter.)

*This results in a reversal of the time axis in Figure 2. It is
necessary to avoid reset-time counting losses of the time-to-amplitude
converter.
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Lifetime measurements had to be carried out in the 10-5 - 10-6 torr

pressure range to minimize the effects of resonance trapping. Even at

these low pressures there is a finite probability for resonance scatter-

ing to occur before the fluorescence is detected. Such processes result

in an apparent lifetime longer than the true one (see Appendix A). To

obtain the true lifetime, the pressure dependences were measured and

extrapolated to zero pressure. Figures 3 and 4 illustrate this proce

dure for the 3P1 and IP1 states of Kr and Xe,as well as for the

5 2
5p ( P3/ 2)5d J = 1 state in Xe for which the lifetime has not been

measured before.

Because these are the first direct lifetime measurements on these

systems by this method, we discuss briefly the sources of error. There

are two non-negligible error sources: uncertainties in pressure measure~

ments (leading to a typical error of ~2% in the extrapolated value of T

at t = 0), and statistical error (typically ~l%). Cumulative errors

are given in Tables land 2.

A comparison of the results with previous data and theoretical pre-

dictions are given in Table 1 for krypton and in Table 2 for xenon. The

scatter as well as the large limits of error of the previous, less direct

methods emphasize the need for direct resonance fluorescence lifetime

measurements. An exception is the zero field level crossing measurement

5by Anderson in Xe which we consider to be the most reliable set of

3 1earlier results. The results for the PI and PI levels in Xe are in

. 5good agreement with the values given by Anderson. Comparing our experi-

mental results with theoretical predictions, the nonrelativistic HF cal

culations of Dow and Knox18 and of Kim, et al. 11 yield lifetimes that are

19 20 ...
too long, whereas the intermediate coupling scheme of Gruzdev ' y1elds·
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values in very good agreement with experiment. A multiple configuration

calculation by Gruzdev and Loginov (on Kr only) yields fairly good

agreement.

520
The lifet~m~ of the 5p ( P3/ 2)5d J = I state at 1192 A in Xe was

determined in the same manner. The result T = 1.40 ± 0.07 ns reflects

the large oscillator strength of this transition. There are no theo-

retical predictions available for comparison. Calculations of Gruzdev

and LOginov
20

however, yield a value of 1.87 ns for the lifetime of the

analogous state in krypton, which confirms the trend observed in xenon.

In summary, this work reports the first lifetimes of atomic states

excited by synchrotron radiation. No other method used for time-resolved

spectroscopy can characterize the system as well as direct optical

excitation. Our results demonstrate that the synchrotron radiation

available at SPEAR,has both the necessary timing characteristic and

sufficient intensity to study atomic lifetimes at very low pressures.

These measurements yield accurate results for five levels in Kr and Xe,

of which the 5p5(2P3/2)5d J = 1 state in Xe had not been previously

reported. They also show the intermediate coupling approach to be the

most useful for calculating these lifetimes.

:
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APPENDIX A

Radiation Trapping

:; In order to explain the relative slopes of the lines in Figures 3

and 4, it is necessary to employ one of the theories on imprisonment of

radiation. 21-24
If theresonance '0 represents true zero pressure

lifetime, and , the coherence time at some pressure, then it is pre-

dieted that

'0
, =--

I-x (AI)

24where according to D'yakanov and Perel

x =
1 J002 _t

2
1 - lIT _00 exp(-t )exp(-kOLe )dt (A2)

·d d" B 23an accor 1ng to arrat

The quantity x represents the fractional absorption of resonance radia-

*According to Nussbaum and Pipkin (see Ref. 25), both theories give
eq~ivalent results at sufficiently low values of the optical thickness,
kOL For these measurements, kOR. ,.., 0.3.

(A3)

(A4)
1

k = _2_ (R.n2)~
o In>D n

1 .

X = 1- exp[-(n/6)~ kOLJ

21
and in both cases

tion by a layer of vapor of density N and thickness L; l/kO may be

thought of as the minimum mean free path for absorption of resonance

radiation of wavelength A
O

and Doppler width AV
D

• For comparative

*purposes, the expression developed by Barrat will be used.
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or

, = '0 + KLN

where

(A5)

(A6)

K
. 1 ( 2)1 _ ~ A g

(Tf / 6)~ __2_ (2n2) .J2. --1. .
~vD . Tf 8Tf gl

Thus, a plot of , - vs - N should yield to first order a straight line

of slope KL.

Since in these experiments L was not well-defined, and to account

for the different isotopes,25 the only meaningful comparison is a ratio

of the slopes of the lines for a given gas.

Equation (A6) predicts the slopes of the 5s[3/2J1 line and the

5s[1/2J1 line of Kr to be in a ratio of 1.2 : 1; the experimental result

is 1.2 ± 0.2 : 1 for Xe; the predicted value of the slopes of the

5s[3/2J1 to 6s[1/2J1 to 5d[3/2J1 are 1.9 : 1.3 : 1.0, while experimental-

ly the values are 1.9 ± 0.5 : 1.0 ± 0.3 : 1.0.

The experimental results are more than adequately explained by the

theory, thus justifying the linear extrapolation used to obtain the

zero pressure lifetime.

* 2Including terms only to first order introduces an error of ~(k02)

or less than 10%. The data are insufficient to warrant inclusion of
higher order terms.
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APPENDIX B

Effect of System Response on Decay Curves

The work reported here involves determinations of extremely fast

radiative decays. Since our detector with its associated electronics

has a finite response time, it is necessary to consider the validity

of the data in light of this experimental limitation. As was previously

stated, the response function of the phototube was approximately gaus-

sian in form with a FWHM of 1.8 nsec. This was determined via fluor-

escence timing measurements employing off-resonant excitation of the

sample gas. Thus, only Rayleigh scattered photons were observed.

Because the time scale of the Rayleigh scattering event is so short,

the measurement is a direct determination of the system's response

time. Ifa signal, I(t), is broadened by a systematic response,

r(t-t')~ then the observed signal~ I b (t), is given by
o s

Iobs(t) = J~~ I(t') r(t-t')dt'

In our experiment, the signal is a simple one-eJl:ponential decay,

starting at t = °

la, t < °
I(t) =

exp[-t/T], t ~ °
and we assume that the response function is given by a gaussian

where (J is related to the FWHM of the gaussian by

(B1)

(B2)

(B3)
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o = (B4)

_k<
implying that 0 = 0.62 nsec 2 for this work. Substituting (B2) and

(B3) into (Bl), then performing the integration, one obtains

(neglecting constant factors)

where

I b (t)o s
2 2 1

= [exp(-t/T) ] • {[erfC (t - ~) (20 )-~JJ+l}
T

(B5)

J

x
~ 2erf(x) =--

I7T
o

2
-u

e du (B6)

2 2 1

Because erf[(t - ~)(20 )-~J approaches a constant as t ~~, we
T

conclude that I b (t) approaches I(t) as t ~ 00 (again neglecting
o s

constant factors). -~Quantitatively, for t ~ 5 nsec, 0 = .62 nsec

and T = 3.5 nsec, we find (by expanding the error function) that the

observed intensity traces out the real intensity to an accuracy

exceeding one part in 108 . Since all of the data were fitted for

t ~ 5 nsec to eliminate contributions from Rayleigh scattered photons,

the results quoted have not been significantly perturbed by instrumental

response artifacts.



Table 1. Compilation of lifetimes and oscillator strengths for the two transitions 3p1 -+ 150 and Ip1 -+ 150 in Krypton.

", 0 ..

31: (ns) 3f (1263A) 11: (ns) 1£(11651\) method authors

4.14 0.166 resonance imprisonment Turner4 (1965)

4.32 t 0.33 0.159 t 0.01 4.52 ± 0.35 0;135 t 0.01 total absorption Wilkinson6 (1965)

3.3 t 0.8 0.21 t 0.05 2.9 t 0.7 0.21 t 0.05 linear absorption Chashchina and Shreider9 (1966)

3.37 t 0.33 0.204 t 0.020 3.32 t 0.36 0.184 ± 0.020 optical line broadening Vaughan10 (1968)

3.67 t 0.12 0.187 ± 0.006 3.16 ± 0.15 0.193 ± 0.009 total absorption Griffin and Hutcherson
12 (1969)

4.0 ± 0.8 0.173 ± 0.035 3.5 ± 0.7 0.173 ± 0.035 electron energy loss Geiger13 (1970)

4,2 ± 0.4 0.142 ± 0.015 self-absorption
15

(1971)de Jongh and van Eck

3.18 ± 0.12 0.208 ± 0.006 3.11 ± 0.12 0.197 ± 0.006 resonance fluorescence present work

4.98 0.138 4.49 0.136 nonre1. Hartree-Fock Dow and Knox18 (1966)

3.43 0.20 3.05 0.20 intermediate coupling calc. Gruzdev
19 (1967)

0.177 multiple eonf. appro Gruzdev and Loginov
20 (1975)3.61 0.190 3.45

I

....
\0



Table 2. Compilation of lifetimes and oscillator strengths for the two transitions 3Pl .. 150 and lP
l

.. 150 in Xenon.

3T(ns) 3f (1470.\) IT(ns) 1f (1296A.) method authors

3.79 t 0.12 0.256 t 0.008 3.17 t 0.19 0.238 to.015 zero field level crossing Anderson5 (1965)

3.5 t 0.6 0.28 to.05 3.3 t 0.7 0.23 t 0.05 linear absorption Chashchina and Shreider8 (1965)

3.74 t 0.25 0.260 t 0.20 2.80 t 0.20 0.270 t 0.020 total absorption Wilkinson7 (1966)

3.89 t 0.10 0.194 t 0.005 total absorption Griffin and Hutcherson12 (1969)

3.73 t 0.75 0.260 ± 0.052 ± 0.8 0.190 ± 0.038 electron energy loss 10 (1970)4.0 Geiger.

3.57 0.272 3.99 0.189 low-energy electron impact Lu14 (1971)

4.6 t 0.5 0.213 ± 0.020 4.2 t 0.9 0.180 ± 0.040 resonance imprisonment Wieme "and Mortier16 (1973)

4.47 low-energy electron impact
17 (1976)5.31 0.183 0.169 Delage and Carette

....
3.46t 0.09 0.263 ± 0.007 3.44 t 0.07 0.,229 t 0.00.7 resonance fluorescence present work

0.147 nonrel. Hartree-Fock Dow and Xnox
18 (1966)5.00 0.194 5.13

3.02 0.25 intermediate coupling calc. Gruzdev
19 (1967)3.47 0.28

11 (1968)4.58 0.212 3.99 0.189 nonrel. Hartree-Fock Kim, et ai. "

N
o

,
\ \,

• •
n

•
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic representation 'of experimental apparatus.

Figure 2. Fluorescence decay curve of Kr.

Figure 3. Lifetime vs pressure for Kr.

• 5s[3/2J 1

• 5s[1/2J1

Figure 4. Lifetime vs pressure for Xe.

• 6s[3/2J1

• 6s[1/2J1

• 5d[3/2J1
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as well as by population of the

mation of excited states in Xe2

28

Chapter 3

Fluorescence Decay of the 0+ and 1 States of Xe
2u u

1. Introduction

There has been a great deal of recent interest in the use of elec

tronically excited systems as ultraviolet lasing media. 1 For the

continued development of these lasers, a detailed knowledge of the,

dynamics of the lasing transitions is desirable. In particular, the

lasing efficiency is dictated by the population inversion, which depends

strongly on the lifetime of the upper level.

o
The lasing transition in Xe 2, centered at 1700 A, involves radiative

+decay of both the (vibrationally relaxed) 0 and 1 excited states to
u u

the 0+ ground state (see Fig. 1a).2 Many attempts have been made to
g

understand the salient dynamic processes of this system by the use of

2-8 9. 10-14electron, alpha-part~cle, and opt~cal excitation at a number of

sample pressures. The electron and alpha-particle excitation modes

+involve indirect excitation mechanisms; e.g., the formation of Xe 2 (Ou)

via three-body collisions. 2 In the case of optical excitation the situ-

ation is rather confused since previous workers have used a variety of

excitation energies. Most of the energies chosen would allow the for

via creation of xe(3p1 2) atomic states,,
0+ and 1 manifolds directly from the

u u

0+ ground state. This complication may well vitiate the conclusions
g

+that have been made about the 0 and 1 lifetimes, even though photon
u u

excitation should in principle yield the least ambiguous results. In

fact, previous work on Xe
2

has led to ;the proposal of several decay
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mechanisms and has yielded a wide range of '1
u

summarized in Table 1.

and, + values,
o

u

In an attempt to clarify the situation we have used pulsed mono-

chromatized synchrotron radiation to populate the upper vibrational

+ ..+
levels of the 0u and l

u
el~ctronic states of Xe 2 directly from the XO

g

ground state. Direct population of the lower levels is not possible

because of their negligible Franck-Condon overlap with the bound portion

+of the XO manifold. Three types of time-resolved experiments were
g

employed. The first involved monitoring the monochromatized fluores-

cent decay from the upper (first continuum) and lower (secorid continuum)

+vibrational levels of the 0 and 1 states. The second was concerned
u u

with the measurement of total fluorescent decay at various sample

pressures. The same sample pressures were used in the third type of

experiment with interference filters in the fluorescence channel, which

were used to emphasize fluorescent decay from the upper, and the lower

vibrational levels of xe
2

(0+,1). Section II describes the apparatus
u u

and the measurements that were carried out. In Section III the results

obtained in the monochromatized (IlIA), total (IIIB) and filtered (IIIe)

fluorescence experiments are described and compared with calculations
, .
i

based on a simple kinetic model. The overall conclusions of this work

are presented irt Section IV.

II. Experimental

fhecharacteristic synchrotron pulse structure at the Stanford

Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) (0.4 ns width, 780 ns repetition

period) was utilized as a time base for time-resolved spectroscopy. 15

o 0

Monochromatized radiation (8.7 A FWHM) from the 8 branch line at SSRL

was used for excitation.
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A schematic diagram of our apparatus is shown in Figure 2. Mono-

chromatized radiation enters a bakeab1e UHV chamber before passing through

a LiF win40w into a gas cell. Fluorescent radiation can then be detected

below the celL To ensure that no significant amounts of impurities

were present in the sample, absorption spectra were measured using an

optical photomultiplier (PMT) placed along the beam ~xis. A sodium

$a1icy1ate film on the adjacent pyrex window served as a scintillator.

The monochromator experiment employed a highly polished, Pt-coated

". 16
quartz toroidal mirror to focus f1uoreicent radiation onto the

o
entrance slit of a GCA/McPherson 218 monochromator (operated at 50 A

band pass). -1Because of the very low counting rates (2s ) encountered

in the monochromatized fluorescence measurements, it was impractical

to collect decay data at more than one pressure using this apparatus.

However, pressure dependence of the non-monochromatized, total f1uor-

escence decay was measured. In addition, broad-band interference

filters were used, chosen to emphasize the two fluorescence continua

o 0

separately: 1325 ± 92 A, and 1710 ± 110 A (Acton Research Corporat"ion).

o
(The 1325 A filter was chosen because wings of transmission stressed

the vibrationally unre1axed levels.) In this arrangement both the

filter and the PMT window could be placed within 1 cm of the interaction

region,15 resulting in typical counting rates of 1500 s-l In all

experiments an EMR SlOG photomultiplier tube was used to detect the

fluorescence. This PMT has a uniform response over the wavelength

range under study. Using Rayleigh (prompt) scattering the overall time

resolution was found to be 1.6 ns (FWHM).

All studies were carried out at ambient temperature (294 K). The

sample pressure of the 99.995% pure xenon was 68 torr in the monochromator

experiment and 5, 11, 25, 65, and 125 torr in the total fluorescence and
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filter experiments, as measured using a calibrated transducer (I.e.

Trarisducers t Inc.). Under these conditions the partial pressure of Xe
2

varies about a mean of ~O.OOl% of the total pressure.

III. Results and Discussion

A. Monochromatized Fluorescence

Absorption of monochromatized radiation by van der Waals' molecules

in the ground state yields the upper excimer state(s). At the resolu-

o
tion used for this study (8.7 A TI~ll1 in excitation) it is possible to

irradiate selectively below, at, or above the dissociation energy of a

given excimer state. However, resolution in the fluorescence spectrum

of fine structure within a vibronic manifold is not possible. OtherslO,ll

o
have found the fluorescence spectrum, recorded with resolution ~20 A

o 0

FWHM, to have two broad bands centered at aa. 1510 A and aa. 1700 A.

These are termed the "first continuum" and "second continuum", respec-

tively. They are thought to arise from transitions from the top and

bottom of the 0+ and 1 manifolds (see Fig. 1a). We qualitatively
u u

o
reproduced these spectra, though our excitation wavelength was 1508 A

o
and our fluorescent band pass was SO A FWHM (see Fig. Ib). By exciting

at 1508 A(>2 kT below the 3P2 - IsO atomic resonance at 1491 A), we were

able to avoid much of the complexity associated with atomic metastable

production lO and extract the relevant lifetimes reported below. Figure 3

shows time-resolved fluorescent decay curves taken at fluorescence

wavelengths that emphasize the two continua separately.

A pseudo-potential calculation by Ermler, Lee, and Pitzer
18

pre

dicts a change in 0+ radiative lifetime from aa. 3 ns at the top of the·u

manifold to aa. 5 ns at the bottom. The corresponding'values for the 1
u
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radiative lifetime are expect to be oa. 40 ns at the top, and ca. 160 ns

at the bottom of the manifold. This variaxion in lifetimes arises for

three reasons; firstly, a change in coupling from Hund'scase (a) at

short internuclear distance to case (c) coupling at large internuclear

d ' 18alstance. Secondly, spin-orbit: coupling mixes a In state into the
u

1 manifold at large values of internuclear distance, which serves to
u

increase the 1 - 0+ transition moment. The third reason for the varia
u g

tion in radiative lifetime with internuclear distance is the well-known

3v dependence of dipole transition probability.

Only a single, short-lived (T = 2.1 ± 0.1 ns) component is ob~erved

o
at the first continuum wavelength of 1514 ± 25 A (Fig. 3a). The calcu-

lations of Ermler, Lee, and Pitzer
18

indicate that the 0+ state will be
u

preferentially populated on excitation (by a factor of 10 over 1
u

production); hence it is likely that fluorescence at the first continuum

+arises mainly from the decay of the 0 state. Furthermore, at 68 torr
u

the decay of upper vibrational levels of both states is strongly in-

fluenced by collisional effects. Very short lifetimes «1.6 ns, our

instrumental response) are therefore expected for both states, and it is

unlikely that the relatively weak 1 first continuum component would be
u

resolved in our experiment.

Fluorescence at the second continuum energy yields two decay

components (Fig. 3b; the shorter component is depicted more clearly on

an expanded time scale in Fig. 3c). We assign these two components to

decay of the lowest vibrational levels of the 0: manifold
19

(6.9 ± 0.3

ns) and of the 1 level (112 ± 2 ns), respectively, in approximate
u

2
agreement with other workers.

,
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All but the lowest vibrational levels of the 0+ and 1 manifolds
u u

can decay either radiatively or via collisions. The lifetime of either

+the 0 or 1 state obtained at the first continuum is a composite of
u u

these two processes; i.e.,

where Tr1 is the radiative lifetime of the upper levels, k is the rate

constant for collisional decay and P is the Xe pressure.

+The lowest vibrational levels of the 0 and 1 manifolds are popu-
u u

lated collisionally from upper levels. Hence, in the high-pressure

. limit the derived lifetimes approach the true high-pressure radiative

lifetimes at the second continuum energy. The rate equations governing

this system are just those of two radioactive decay series decaying

independently in cascade (assuming no intersystem crossing), with only

the first of each species initially present. This problem was solved

20analytically by Bateman. While it is completely straight-forward to

apply the Bateman equation to a decay chain of any length, we shall for

brevity consider the case of two consecutive decays for each manifold,

to compare our 0+ and 1 lifetimes with those of Bonfield, et al. 21
u u

The decay rate from the bottom of each electronic manifold, following a

single-step collisionally-induced deactivation mechanism from the top

of the manifold, is given by

where T r2 is the lifetime in the second continuum; i.e., at the bottom

of the manifold, Tr1 and kP are as defined above, and C is a constant.
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The fluorescence intensity from the second continuum, dNZ/dt, rises

through a maximum then decreases with time with a behavior approaching

exponential decay in the limit t ~ 00. If we choose a reference time T

well beyond the maximum intensity, and if the conditions -1 + kPTr1
»

-1 -1 + kP)TTrZ ,(Trl
» 1 are satisfied. then the characteristic time inter-

val TZ over which dNZ/dt decreases by a factor of e will quite closely

approximate the true decay time TrZ ' We may relate our measured value

-1
of TZ to TrZ and (Tr1 + kP) by the expression

-T/T rZ
e

-1
-(T r1 + kP)T

- e

B f ' ld 1 Zl k' P 500 f d h don 1e ,et a., wor 1ng at Xe ~. torr, oun, at t e secon

continuum, lifetimes

-1
(T r1 + kP), of 0.179

+of 4.8 ns (0 ) and 100 ns (1 ) and a feeding rate,
u u

-1
ns Using Eq. (1) these values suggest measured

+lifetimes TZ at 68 torr of ea. 8 ns (0 ) and 101 ns (1 ). The remaining
u u

discrepancy between our results and theirs probably arises from several

factors. For example, at 68 torr a multi-level model is required to

describe the decay kinetics, Le., the two decay model is an oversimpli
I

fication. In addition, the lifetime TrZ may actually be pressure-

dependent at high pressures, especially for the long (1 ) component.
u

It is pertinent at this point to compare our results with those of

14Dutuit, et al., who investigated the second continuum fluorescence of

Xe z using the ACO storage ring. They also utilized a monochromator in

o 0

the fluorescence channel, set at 1750 ± ZO A and 1730 ± ZO A. At their

o
longest excitation wavelength (1493 A) they observed a two-component

decay, with the first lifetime increasing from 6.0 ns at 50 torr to

10.8 ns at ZOO torr and the second being ea. 500-700 ns over the same

pressure range. There is a large discrepancy between our respective

-
11
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results for the long component. The origin of this discrepancy probably

resides in the short (73 ns) repetition period of ACO, which in this

case will give rise to a poorly determined background. Additionally, it

o
could be due to the use of an excitation wavelength (1493 A) which is

within 2 kT of the Xe 3p2 - Xe IsO absorption line, though there is fair

agreement with our results for the short component.

B. Total Fluorescence

In general, least~squares fitting of the total fluorescence data

yielded a three-component exponential decay. The results of· the data

analysis are shown in Table 2. The reciprocals of the long and inter-

mediate lifetime components are plotted against pressure in Figures 4

and 5. It is clear that they deviate from the Stern-Volmer type of

behavior expected if the models used previously to describe the system

l "d·" h"· " 11were va 1 1n t 1S pressurereg1me. Generally, these models have

involved the radiative decay of the upper populated levels of the 0+
u

and 1 states (first continuum) as well as non-radiative decay to the
u

lowest levels followed by radiative decay of these lower levels 11 (re-

sponsible for the second continuum). A more rigorous model is outlined

below which allows for fluorescence from all vibrational levels in the

0+ and 1 manifolds, as well as for collisionally induced relaxation.
u u

the

o
Excitation of Xe2 at 1508 A will populate vibrational levels of

+O. and 1 states near the top of their manifolds (see Fig. la).u u

Following excitation, these levels can decay either radiatively (to the

+XOg ground state of Xe2) or via collisions to lower vibrational levels.

+Intersystem crossing between the 0 and 1 states is possible. However,u u
17Keto et a1. found that the rate constants of intersystem crossing are
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-24 -22 3 -1
small (10 - 10 . cm ns ) and they were not included in our

calculation.

The decay of each manifold was represented in our model by the

following reactions:

+ i
Xe2 (0g) + hv --> Xe2 v = 50 (instantaneous)

i k
Xe2 v= 50

-22..> Xe (0+) + hv2 g
,

Xe + i k50 iXe 2 v= 50 >Xe + Xe2 v= 49

i k49 +Xe 2 v = 49 >Xe2 (0g) + hv

,

Xe + i k
49 iXe2 v= 49 > Xe + XeZ v=48

i kO +Xe2 v=O > Xe2(0g) + hv

i = 0+ or 1u u

(2)

The radiative decay constant of the 0+ manifold was varied 1irtear1y with
u

-1 -1v from k50 = 0.3861 ns to kO = 0.1859 ns ,thecorresponding values

. -2 -1 -3 -1for the 1 state being 2.564 x 10 ns and 6.212 x 10 ns • These
u

reciprocal radiative lifetimes were taken from the pseudo-potential

calculations of Ermler, Lee, and Pitzer. 18 They are values found at

points on the 0+ and 1 potential curves, and Franck-Condon effects
u u

were not included in the calculation. The non-radiative decay constants

.. , -18 3 -1 'were also var1ed linearly, from k50 = 4.4 x 10 cm ns to k1 = 1.76

x 10-19 cm3 ns- 1 These values were used for both excited state mani-

. 22
folds; they were estimated from values found for the HgZ system.
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The differential equations pertaining to the reaction scheme (2)

were integrated numerically using a computer program which has been

23
described elsewhere. When the calculated total fluorescent intensity

is plotted as a function of time after excitation, one would expect the

resulting decay curve to contain 50 components, one for each vibrational

level involved in the calculation.liowever, it was found that this

curve could be quite accurately described by only two effective decay
. -KIt -K t. . 2

components; i.e., by a curve of the form Ale + A
2

e . The varia~

tions of and K2 for both the
+

I are shownK
I

o and states in Figuresu u

6 and 7. This was found to be true for both the simulated 0+ and 1
u u

decay schemes.

It seems clear that the long decay component (Fig. 4) is due to the

fluorescent decay of the I manifold, because its lifetime is consider
u

ably longer than that found for other components (both measured and

calculated). The variation of this component with pressure (Fig. 4)

is followed qualitatively by the calculated curve (Fig. 7) and it can

be thought of as arising from the change in the population distribution

of I vibrational levels as a function of pressure and time after photo
u

excitation. The variation of the short component of the calculated 1
u

decay (Fig. 6) can be ascribed to a decrease in non-radiative lifetime

with increase in pressure (Stern-Volmer behavior). Similar effects are

apparent in the calculated fluorescent decay of the O+.state (Fig. 6).
u

The behavior of both the intermediate and short lifetimes found

experimentally (Table 2 and Fig. 5) are rather more difficult to

rationalize. It seems likely that the intermediate lifetime represents

+a measured average of the calculated short I and long 0 component
u u

(Fig. 6), the averaging being an artifact of the least squares fit. To
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illustrate this point we compare, in Fig. 8, the experimental decay

+curve obtained at 65 torr (Fig. 8(a», and the calculated 0 and 1 decay
u u

curves for PXe = 65 torr (Fig. 8(b». The calculated fluorescence decay

from each manifold was summed, with equal weighting and adjusted to give

the same peak height as the experimental curve. This was fitted to a

three exponential decay, the resulting lifetimes being 157.7(5) ns,

4.78(1) ns, and 1.903(8) ns.

The short lifetime (Table 2) is assigned to the short component of

+the calculated 0 decay (Fig. 6). The variation of the experimental
u

short lifetime with pressure (Table 2) is somewhat similar to that

observed for both the intermediate and long lifetimes, although this

measurement is subject to the most error because it lies near the limit

of our timing capabilities (1.6 ns). The calculated short component of

+ -1the 0 decay does not exhibit the marked increase in L at low pres
u

sures present in the experimental curve. This probably arises because

of the relatively large Franck-Condon overlap between the vibrational

levels at the top of the 0+ and 1 manifolds and the ground vibrationalu u .

level of the 0+ manifold.
u

Overall, the simple kinetic model used is in qualitative agreement

with our measurements. However, our results at 5 and 120 torr, which

should approximate the radiative lifetimes of the upper and lower levels

respectively, indicate that the radiative lifetimes calculated by Erm1er,

Lee, and Pitzer18 are somewhat too large. It should be noted, however,

18
that Franck-Condon effects, which were not included by these authors,

may playa significant role; the favorable overlap between wavefunctions

of the upper vibrational levels, of the 0+ manifold and the 0+ ground
u g

state (mentioned previously) is one such example.
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c. Filtered Fluorescence Measurements

As a further test of the 0+ and 1 fluorescent decay model, life-
u u

time measurements were also made with broad-band interference filters

in the fluorescence channel. These were chosen to emphasize fluores-

cence from the first and the second continuum. The decay curves

obtained were again fitted to three components.

-1
At pressures lower, than 125 torr the 'IvS PXe curves obtained

u
with and without a filter in the fluorescence channel, tend to diverge

(Fig. 4). This illustrates the deviation from a high pressure limit

where fluorescence from only the lowest levels of the 0+ and 1 mani-
u u

folds are observed, because the filters effectively weight fluorescent

decay from vibrational levels centered around their peak transmission.

Some fluorescence from the lower levels is observed (at ca. 1700 A)
o

with the 1325 A filter because the tail of its transmission function

extends into the second cbntinuum region.

Similar effects occur in the variation of intermediate reciprocal

lifetime with pressure (Fig. 5),although because of the nature of this

component the dispersion of the curves pertaining to measurements

obtained with and without filters is expected to be more complex.

IV. Sunnnary

In conclusion, we have removed some confusion regarding the decay

+dynamics of the 0u and Iu states of Xe2, and have made a consistent

absorption line was employed, thus

analysis of their fluorescent decay.

2 h·· 3 1
wavelength > kT below t e P2 - So

avoiding formation of xe2 (0+, 1 ) by
u u

To achieve this, an excitation

three-body collisions. The study

was strengthened by utilizing both a monochromator and interference
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filters in the fluorescence channel. By utilizing the theoretical 1ife-

. 1 1 . 18 b1 d 1 1 1 h ftlme ca cu atlons we were a e to mo e qua itative y t e 1uorescent

+decay of the a and 1 states of Xe2. The decay dynamics can be
u u

summarized as follows:

+(1). At Px > 100 torr, the a and 1 states, populated in their
e ~ u u

upper vibrational levels, decay rapidly and only the lower

level of each manifold fluoresces.

(2) 11At P < 100 torr the relaxation data of others wereXe ~

interpreted previously simply on the basis of a two-state

st nd ... . .
(1 and 2 contlnuum) model; however, a detal1ed study of

the fluorescent lifetimes indicates that the true situation

is too complex for this model to be valid. Intermediate

+vibrational levels of the a and 1 states participate in
u u

the kinetic scheme, giving rise to a measured three-component

total fluorescent decay. All components exhibit a decrease

in lifetime at P
Xe

~ 20 torr and each can be assigned to the

composite decay of vibrational levels of the 0+ and 1
u u

manifolds.

At very low pressures we expect, of course, to observe just

the radiative decay of those vibronic levels which were

populated by photoexcitation.

A more complete study, using a high degree of monochromatization in

the fluorescence channel, is clearly required in order to elucidate

further the decay dynamics of this system and improve on the model

proposed. When much higher intensity pulsed synchrotron radiation

sources become available, such a study may be feasible.
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Table 1. Compilation of lifetime measurements of lasing manifolds of Xe2(e. s.d. 's in parentheses) .

lO+(high v) (ns) l 0+ (low v) (ns) . II (ns) l . (ns) d Reference
u u u

5.5(10) 96.5(50) 2

50(20) 3

130 (20) 4

2000(500) 5

4 (1) 16(2.5) 6b

16 (2) 7

2 60 12

102 (2) 9

6.0 770 14c.

d) Unspecified.
b) Observed 280ns decay and assigned it to a lifetime of a highly

excited state.

c.) At 50 Torr.

.I::
l-'



Table 2. Experimental values of '0+' '0+ 1 ; and '1 at various Pxe ' using 1325A and 1710A interference filters, as well as
u u' u u

no filter. All data were collected using A = 1508A and e.s.d.'s are shown in parentheses. It has been assumed that the shortex

lifetime is due to decay of Xe2 0+, the intermediate lifetime is due toXe2 0+,1 , while the long lifetime is due to deca.y ofu u u

X82 1u (see text).

pressureXE
'0+ (ns) '0+ 1 (ns) '1 (ns)

u u' u u

(Torr) no filter l325A filter 17l0A filter no ·filter l325A filter l7l0A filter no filter 1325A filter 17l0A filter

5 1.73(2) -- -- 7.4(4) -- 6.4(8) 53.2(7) -- 75.2(2)

11 1.96 (3) 1.44 (5) 1. 51 (5) 13.6(5) -- 8.6(6) 61.5 (8) -- 75.(1)

25 2.57(2) 1.86(1) 2.02(6) 17.0(2) -- 18.5(6) 120.11 (8) -- 103~ (1)

65 2.64(3) 2.21(3) 3.1(2) 8.3(2) 5.9(3) 10.9(7) 105.3(3) 78.2(9) 83.1(4)

125 2.15(11) 2.38(6) -- 6.7(2) 6.2(6) -- 107.5(2) 108. (1) 102. (1)

I: i a l .,

.to
N
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. (a) Potential curves for the re1evant'e1ectronic levels in

Xe
2

afte.r Fink and Gomes. 10

(b) Fluorescence spectrum ofXe2.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the monochromatized fluorescence apparatus.

Figure 3.
. . 0

Decay curves following excitation of Xe2 at 1508 A; (a) in

the first continuum; (b) and (c) in the second continuum.

In (c) the time scale is expanded to show the 0+ lifetime.
u

Figure 4~ 103 x '1 -1 (ns-1) vs P
Xe

(torr), with values of '1 taken
u u

from Table 2. (The lines connecting the 'data points were

-1
(ns . ) vs PXe (torr), \Yith values of '0+ 1

u' u

,
0+1
u' u

from Table 2.taken

included for clarity.)

102 xFigure 5.

Figure 6. Calculated fluorescent decay of the 0+ manifold both short
u

and long, and the short component of the 1 manifold as a
u

function of Xe pressure.

Figure 7. Calculated fluorescent decay of the long component of the I
u

manifold as a function of Xe pressure.

Figure 8. Experimental decay curve obtained at 65 torr (a), and

+calculated decay of the 0u and I u manifolds at PXe = 65 torr

(b). The calculated curve was scaled to give the same peak

height as the experimental curve.
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Chapter 4

1. Introduction

* 2 + * 2 + 2The radiative lifetimes of CN (B E ) and XeF (B E and C IT) have

been the subjects of intense study. CN(B ~ X) transitions are observed

in many astrophysical systems,la,b and calculations of CN radical con-

centrations are dependent on accurate values for the strength of this

transition. In addition, there have been many determinations of the

CN*(B2E+) lifetime, yielding different values. Lifetime measurements

. * 2 + . .
on the XeF (B E ) state are motivated by two reasons. Firstly, the

XeF(B ~ X) transitions contain several lasing lines, and the lasing gain

is dependent upon the lifetime of the upper level. Secondly, the elec-

tronic structure of XeF has been a topic of current interest due to its

relatively deep ground-state potential well. 2 ,3 The radiative lifetimes

of excited states of XeF serve as stringent tests of theoretical wave-

functions used to compute the electronic structure of this radical.

Synchrotron radiation can be useful for the study of radiative

decay following photodissociation. In particular, the pulse structure

at SSRL allows one to follow the radiative decay on a nanosecond time

. 4a-c 5-7 8Recent studies on atom1c, molecular, and solid-state

systems have exploited the timing characteristics of synchrotron radia-

,.9 dd' "dtt10n to stu y ynam1c processes 1n exc1te sates. One can also photo-

dissociate a molecule using a synchrotron radiation pulse,produce elec-

tronically excited fragments, and st~dy the radiative decay of the

fragments. This is the nature of the work reported here, where excited
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CNand XeF radicals were produced via the photodissociation of ICN and

XeF2, respectively.

Section II contains a description of the experiment; Section III

discusses the data reduction and states the results. Straightforward

kinetic modeling of the data is presented in Section IV. Section V

contains conclusions of this work.

II. Experimental

The experimental setup has been described in a previous publica

tion,4a so only a brief description is given here. A schematic diagram

of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. Radiation at the

Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) is pulsed with a 0.4

nsec pulse width and a 780 nsec repetition period. On the 8 0 branch

line of beam line I, where this work was performed, photons with 4 eV ~

hv 5 36 eV.are transmitted. A LiF window separated our chamber from

the ultrahigh vacuum of the beam line optics, limiting our usable photon

energy range to 4 eV 5 hv 5 11.8 eV. The wavelength bandwidth of the

o 10
excitation radiation was 2.5 A, providing a nominal photon flux of 10

photons/sec.

Pressure measurement was done using a capacitance manometer (MKS

#315 BHS-10) while the samples were in a flow system. In the case of

the XeF2 sample, the pressure measurement was not absolute because a

conductance-limiting valve was placed between the capacitance manometer

and the interaction volume. Thus, collisional quenching rates could not

be determined absolutely although the intercepts from the extrapolation

yielded reliable zero-pressure radiative lifetimes.
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The leN sample (2':99. 5~t. pure) was obtained from Eastman Kodak and

was used without further purification. ICN sample pressure was varied

b~tween 4.7 x 10-3 torr and 0.486 totr.

The XeF2 sample was 2':99.9% pure for the volatile components. Our

-2 .
measurements used XeF2 pressures between 1.75 x 10 and 1.21 torr. The

fluorescence detection photomultiplier tube (RCA C31000 M) was placed

perpendicular to both the propagation vector and the £ vector of the

exciting radiation.

A fluorescence excitation spectrum of ICN was recorded ata sample

-3pressure of 8 x 10 torr. The fluorescence photons were time-gated

such that only photons arriving within 60 nsec of the excitation pulse

were counted. This was done to ensure that the excitation spectrum

2
would not contain signi~icant contributions from the A n system, which

. > 11 2+*
is much longer-lived (TCN*(A2n) _6 J-lsec) than the B ~ state of CN .

Fluorescence ,decay curves were taken at the following excitation

000 0

wavelengths: 1698 A, 1575 A, 1480 A, and 1402 A.. A discussion of the

timing electronics is contained in Ref. 4. The present measurements

employed an interference filter (Microcoatings, Inc., #3850 BBC, peak

o 0

transmission at 3850 A, FWHM = 200 A) to pass only the CN(B -+ X) emis-

sions.
lb

At each wavelength, decay curves were obtained at four sample

pressures to extrapolate out collisional effects.

o
For XeF

2
, the excitation wavelength was set at 1690 A, exceeding

thresholds for XeF*(B2~+) and Xel(C2II
3

/
2

) production.

All experiments were carried out at ambient temperature, ~294 K.

.
"
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III. Results

A. ICN

The fluorescence excitation spectrum is shown in Figure 2. Spectral

assignments are discussed in References 12-14, but are not of direct

interest here, since the present study is concerned with fragment fluor-

escence. There is a strong similarity between fragment fluorescence

yield and absorption spectra. The arrows in Figure 2 denote wavelengths

*where decay curves were recorded. All the CN decay curves discussed

to this point were obtained with an interference filter (passing only

CN B ~ X fluorescence) in front of the fluorescence detector.

It was found that all decay curves which utilized the interference

filter could be fitted well by Eq. (1).

(1)

A typical CN*(B2L+) decay curve is shown in Figure 3. At each wave

-1length a plot of T vs pressure yielded a straight line; i.e., Stern-

Volmer quenching behavior was observed. 15 A linear least-squares fit

-1of T vspressure was done at each excitation wavelength, and the

results are shown in Figure 4 and summarized in Table 1. In addition,

-1a linear least-squares fit of T vs pressure was done using data points

frbm all four excitation wavelengths. This fit is shbwn in Figure 5 and

the results are given in Table 1. When the filter was not in place,

* 2 +two-component decays were observed, consisting of the CN (B L ) decay

component and a very fast component with T < 2 nsec (see Fig. 6). The

lifetimes of this short component were not accurately determined because

our instrumental response function was too long (approximately gaussian
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in time with ~4 nsec FWHM). However, the integrated intensities of the

* 2 +short components were obtained by fitting the long (CN (B E » compon-

ents, subtracting out their contributions (as well as the constant back-

grounds), and summing the photon counts remaining (~hich are attributed

to the fast decay). Then, the integrated intensity of the long compon-

ent is obtained simply from Eq. (2)

(2)

The results of these calculations are given in Table 2. The validity

of these results are discussed in Section IV.

*The XeF decay curves were fitted to an equation of the form

(3)

A typical decay curve with its least-squares fit is shown in Figure 7.

-1 -1Plots of both T1 and T
2

vs pressure yielded straight lines (see Fig.

8). Each set of data was fitted with linear least-squares and the re-

suIts are T1 = 14.2 ~ 0.2 nsec andT 2 = 98 ± 10 nsec. These fits yield

decay parameters with larger relative uncertainties than the CN*(B2E+)

data which is attributed to the correlation between a large background

parameter and the exponential decay parameters.

IV. Discussion

A.ICN

The kinetic analysis of the lCN data is quite straightforward. The

16
photodissociation can be viewed as instantaneous; thus, the 0.4 nsec
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.* 2 +excitation pulse defines the time zero of CN (B r ) production. At this

juncture, we note that the predissociation event is not being analyzed

and will not be discu~sed at length, ~utthe photodissociationeventis

significant in that it is much faster than the fluorescence prqcess of

CN*(B2r+). Quantitatively, we note that the convolution integral

=to exp[-(t~t')/T 2 +J f(t') dt'
B r

(4)

.. * 2 +given the intensity of CN (B r) fluorescence as a function of time,

where f(t') is the convoluting function, the function describing the

* 2 +production of CN (B r ) as a function of time. If we equate f(tt) =

o(t - tt), then the trivial result is obtained that l(t) tt exp[-t/T 2 + J.
o (B r )

The results of Section lII-A can thus be rationalized using

the following kinetic scheme

hv + ICN
instantaneous 2

~ I( P1/ 2 ,312)

2
l( P 1 / 2 ,3/2)

2
l( P 1 / 2 ,3/2)

(Sa)

k
lCN

ICN + CN* (B2r+) q}o CN(X2r+, A2II) + ICN

which yields the fluorescence intensity given by

l(t) = 1° exp[-t/T(P)]

where

(Sb)

(5c)

(6a)

[T(P)J- l • P. (6b)
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* 2+ * 2 .Production of CN (B L; ) by collisional conversion of CN (A IT) has been·

neglected in this analysis for reasons noted by Duric et al. 11 Thus,

the intercepts derived in Section III-A (see Table 1) are estimates of

and the slopes are quenching constants, kICN • The lifetime
q

vary with excitation wavelength. It is likely that this is caused

by population of different rotational and vibrational distributions in

the CN*(B2
L;+) manifold.

Radford and Broida have shown17 that selected vib-rotational levels

in the CN*(B2
L;+) are strongly mixed with vib-rotational levels of the

2
An system due to "L-uncoupling" terms in the molecular Hamiltonian.

Jackson measured lifetimes of the individual rotational levels in the

CN)'~ (B 2
L;+, v' = 0) manifold and found that the perturbed rotational levels

have lifetimes longer than the unperturbed rotational levels. However,

. 1 1 1 1 d b h h d· .. 23 S'many rotatl0na eve s are popu ate·. y t e p oto lssoclatl0n. lnce.

the measured lifetime is a weighted average over the manifold of popu-

lated rotational levels and the density of perturbed rotational levels

is small, it is unlikely that the variations in our measured lifetimes

are due to perturbations of isolated rotational levels.

A more likely explanation is that the vibrational distribution

changes with the excitation wavelength. This results in a change in

the lifetime because of variations of lifetime with vibrational level

(see Ref. 11, for example). Therefore, the present results suggest that

an investigation of vibrational distributions obtained with well-defined

excitation wavelength be performed (as opposed to the work of Mele and

23
Okabe, where more than one discrete line was present in their

resonance lamp excitation source).
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Since our work cannot be unfolded to yield lifetimes of individual

vibronic levels, we simply report the nominal lifetime of the CN*(B2L+)

state as 70.5 ± 1.6 nsec (see last line of Table 1), and a quenching

t t of 1.15. X 10-9 cm3 - s-l h' h" d 'h hcons an , w 1C 1S 1n goo agreement W1t t e

work of Jackson and Faris.• 24 The lifetime that we report result is

f .
larger than most of the results listed in Table 3.A possible reason

for this discrepancy is that our work did not utilize a monochromator

*to analyze the fluorescence wavelength~ The CN fragments have a great

d 1 f 1 · 1 f 11' h d' " 23,24 d hea o· trans at10na energy 0 oW1ng p oto 1ssoc1at10n an t e

same is presumably true of electron-impact dissociation. As shown by

23Mele and Okabe, the CN fragment has approximately 1 eV in transla-

tional energy, and will move distances on the order of millimeters

during its radiative lifetime. Depending on the position of the mono-

chromator entrance slits and focusing optics leading to them, an

*excited CN fragment might be out of the field of view of the mono-

chromator if it fluoresces many nanoseconds after excitation. Thus, an

apparent shortening of the lifetime will be observed due to the high

degree of translational energy imparted to the CN*(B2L+) fragment.

This reasoning draws support from other investigators.

of Luk and Bersohn16 utilized both ICN and BrCN as CN*(B2L+)

The work

sources.

-.

*One expects that the CN fragment obtains more momentum (velocity) when

it is fragmented from the heavier partner, i.e., the I atom. If the

reasoning of the previous paragraph is correct, then the lifetime deter-

mined by Luk and Bersohn from the ICN sample should be shorter than that

obtained from their BrCN sample. In fact, they observed that T 2 + =
(B L )

59.9(21) nsec when ICN was used and T = 61.7(9) nsec when BrCN
(B2L+)* 2 + •was the CN (B L ) source. Although the use of an interference filter in
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the flJ.lorescence channel might yield less detailed information about

specific rovibronic lifetimes, it won't introduce the artifact of a

short lifetime since the excitation region and the fluorescing region

are both in the field of view of the detector. For completeness,it is

noted that the work of Jackson18 waS performed with thermalized CN

fragments, thus 'these arguments in no way invalidate his conclusions.

Some of our work did not utilize interference filters as discussed

in Section III-A. A two-component decay was then observed. The addi-

tional component is attributed to fluorescence of leN molecules that

do not predissociate. Because our phototube could not detect the

resonance fluorescence of ICN, but only fluorescence to high vibrational

levels of the ICN ground electronic state manifold, the ratios listed

in Table 2 are lower limits to the true branching ratio of fluorescence

to predissociation. No efforts at calibrated actinometry were performed,

but the present results provide impetus for further work.

XeF2 + hv -----'l>

XeF*(B2~+) + F

* 2·XeF (C TI 3/ 2) + F

(instantaneous) (7a)

* 2 + k 3 * . 2XeF (B ~ ) + XeF2 -.-l> XeF (C TI 3/ 2)

* 2 k4 * 2 +XeF (C TI
3

/ 2) +XeF
2

--;> XeF (B ~ )

* 2 + . kS 2 +XeF (B ~ ) + XeF
2
--;> XeF(X ~ ) + XeF2

(7b)

(7c)

(7d)

i
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2 +XeF(X ~ ) + XeF
2 (7e)

(7f)

"+ hv , (7g)

where Eqs. (7a) refer to excitation, (7b) and (7c) to collisional con-

version, (7d) and (7e) to collisional quenching, (7f) and (7g) to

radiative decay. As in the preceding subsection, the formation of the

excited state radicals is assumed to be instantaneous. This kinetic

model yields the following simultaneous differential equations:

(8a)

(8b)

h C d ·h . f" h . th .were i .enotes t e concentrat1on 0 t e 1 spec1es. (For brevity, B

,~ 2 +
andC denote the XeF (B ~1/2) and

. h . 2St10ns to t ese equat10ns are

* 2XeF (C IT3/ 2) respectively.) The solu-

C.
1

(9)

where

and

. 2" ~
-(a+c) ± [(a-c) + 4bdJ

2
(10)
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where

a = k7 + (k3 + kS) CXeF2
. (l1a)

(lIb)

(1lc)

d = (1ld)

which can easily be equated with coefficients of the concentration vari-

abIes in Eqs. (8a) and (8b). One can see from Eq. (10) that m =-c
+

and m = -a when 4bd« (a_c)2. This condition is met, and can be

verified by using our values of a and c (to be derived shortly) and

using nominal values of transfer rates, band d, from the literature.

Thus, Eq. (9) can be written as

+C
i

= ki exp{-[ka + (k4 + k6) C
xeF2

]t}

+ k~ exp{-[k7 + (k3+ kS) C
xeF2

]d

The light intensity, l(t), can be written

(12)

I(t) (13)

where the Eils represent the efficiency of the photomultiplier tube de

tector to radiations from the Band C states. Since our phototube had

an uncalibrated spectral response,

1(t) = k
l

exp{-[ka + (k4 + k6) C
xeF2

]d
(14)

+ k2 exp{-[k7 + (k3+ kS) C
XeF2

]d
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where k 1 and k2 ·do not provide· any information since no detector cali

bration was performed. This in no way detracts from the information

contained in the arguments of the exponentials as a·function of pressure.

We note that Eq. (14) 'implies that a two-exponential decay will be

observed and that both decay components will vary linearly w~th pres-

sure, as was observed. Thus, we conclude that '1

III-B) are equated with [k7 + (k3 + k5) CXeF2] and

respectively. Therefore T 2·+ = 14.2(2) nsee and
B z:

which are in good agreement with previous

and.'2 (see Section

[k8 + (k4 + k6) CXeF2l

'2 = 98(10) nsec,
C 'IT 3/ 2

~nves~igations, as seen in Table 4. As was previously noted, the pres-

sure was uncalibrated for the XeF
2

measurements, so the absolute values

-1
of the slopes of '. vs pressure plots are unreliable. The radiative

].

lifetimes obtained are reliable, since they are derived from the inter-

cepts, not the slopes of the extrapolations.

V. Conclusions

The lifetime and ICN quenching· constant of CN*(B
2z:+) have been

-9 3 .
determined to be 70.5(16) nsee and 1.15(4).x 10, cm /sec, respectively.

This lifetime is in fair: agreement with earlier investigations although

some discrepancy remains. It. is possible that the high translational

temperature of CN following dissociation led to artifacts in the pre-

vious investigations.

,~ 2 + 2
The lifetimes of the XeF B z: and C 'IT 3/ 2 states have been measured

as 14.2(2) nsec and 98(10) nsec, in good agreement with calculations of

2Dunning and Hay and in good agreement with previous investigations.

This work illustrates that synchrotron radiation shows promise as

a tool for generating and probing these excited state radicals. However,
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the nonspecificity of the photodissociation event implies that many ro

vibronic levels of the fragment will be populated. If· one wishes to do

detailed studies (e.g., monochromatized fluorescence for state distribu

tions), intensity considerations preclude the use of synchrotron radia

tion for many systems due to intensity considerations.

The timing characteristics of some synchrotron radiation facilities

are superior to any existing VUV lasers and allow the study of electronic

relaxation processes occurring on a nanosecond time scale.
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Table 1. Results of Linear Least-Squares Fits
of T~l vs P (Stern-Volmer plots, see Figures 4
and 5).

0 rad kICN ( 3 -1)A (A) TCN(B2L:+) (nsee) em -sex q

1698 70.1(10) 1.15(2) x 10-9

1575 66.9(15) 9.8 (4) x 10-10

1480 71.8(20) 1.15(5) x 10-9

1402 73.3(14) 1. 31 (3) x 10-9

* ·70.5(16) 1.15 (4) x 10-9

"

*Data from all four wavelengths used in
a single fit of T- I vsP.
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Table 2. Ratio of Integrated Inten
sities of CN Decay Components

0

ttot /Itot 2 + x 102A (A)
ex short CN(B L )

1698 28

1575 3

1480 7

1402 9



TCN*(B2~+)(nsec)

·

Table 3. * 2 + .Summary of CN (B ~ ) Lifetime Measurements

Method

, ,

Remarks Ref.

65.6(10)

60.8(20)

85(6)

aPulsed laser-induced fluorescence

Pulsed VUV photolysis (broadband) of lCN and

BrCNa

Pulsed electron-bombardmenta

v' = 0

Several vibrational
states of CNprobed

Several vibrational
states of CN probed

18

16

v' = 0

59.3(60)

61.1(76)

63.8(6)

82(9)

Phase-shift technique with electron bombardment
excitation

Photon-photon delayed coincidence following
electron bombardment excitation

Pulsed electron bombardment excitation
a

Phase-shift using electron impact

v'

v'

v'

0,1,2

0,1

0,1,2,3,4

70.5(20) See text Several vibrational
states of CN probed

aFluorescence decay directly observed.



Table 4. Compilation of XeF Lifetime Results

TxeF*B2l;+(nsec)TxeF*C21Te/2 (nsec) Method Remarks Ref.

14.25(20)
0

XeF2 photolysis at 1750 A 26

19.4 (10) Laser-induced fluorescence a 27

16.5 (50) Pulsed electron bombardment
excitation of XeF2 28

0

18.8 XeF2 photolysis at 1930 A a 29

15.0 (8) 30
-...J
0

13.5(10) 100-150 31

12 113 Calculation (Hartree-Fock
with CI, semi-empirical
inclusion of spin-orbit
effects) 2

14.2(2) 98 (10) See text Present
Work

aAt time of these references, the A2
1T 3/2 1/2 were denoted as two states and the

2 + 'B L 1/2 was denoted as theC state .

., , ,
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Experimental schematic.

Figure 2. ICN excitation spectrum (fluorescence intensity vs excitation

wavelength; uncorrected for variations in incident

.radiation flux).

Figure 3. * 2 +ICN decay curve (CN (B 2: ) decay only).

Figure 4. Individual ICN Stern-Volmer fits.

Figure 5. Stern-Volmer fit (all four wavelengths).

Figure 6. Unfiltered decay curve with ICN as sample gas.

*Figure 7. XeF decay curve.

*Figure 8. XeF Stern-Volmer fits.
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Chapter 5

Polarized Fluore~cence from Photodissociation
Fragments: A Study of ICN Photolysis

I. lntroduction

The last chapter illustrated that synchrotron radiation can be

used to study fragments produced in the photodissociation process.

In this chapter, it is shown that the fragment fluorescence is a probe

of the photodissociation event itself. Specifically, the correlation

between the excitation and fluorescence polarizations may elucidate

the dynamics of simple photodissociative systems. It appears that the

fluorescence polarization is related to the symmetry and lifetime of

the photoexcited parent molecule, two parameters essential for an

d d ' f h d' ,. 1un erstan lng 0 a p oto lSSOClatlve process.

The basis for such experiments was first discussed by Van Brunt

2and Zare. The experiment ~s related to photolysis mapping experiments

of Solomon3 and photofragmentation spectroscopy experiments of Wilson
4a

4band Bersohn. All of these experiments depend on an anisotropic inter-

action of the radiation field with the target molecule (Le., there are

preferred directions of the molecule leading to photodissociation)

coupled with an anisotropic distribution of the fragments. Since the

experiment discussed in this chapter deals with the triatomic reaction

* 2 +ICN + hv + I + CN (B E ), the remainder of this chapter considers an

idealized triatomic system:

(1)

(2)
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where 1\. denotes the proJection of the orbital angular momentum (or
1

(3)

symmetry species, for triatomics of Co or C2v symmetry), and £i the

* -1polarization. The radiative lifetime of Be is k2 ' and the dissociative

lifetime of ABC* (1\2)' ki
l

,. is assumed to equal zero unless otherwise

noted (i.e., the dissociation event is assumed to occur instantaneously).

In most experiments, 1\1' 1\3'. 1\4' and £1 are known. £2 is determined

through the fluorescence polarization measurement; thus, the only

unknown in the process is 1\2' the symmetry of the photoexcited surface.

Synchrotron radiation is ideally suited for the polarizatidn experi-

ments for several reasons.

1) The degree of linear polarization is usually quite high.

In the case of the 8° branch line at SSRL, the polari-

zation, P ,is greater than 0.95.
ex

2) The pulse structure allows for decay curves to be taken

and the polarization can be analyzed during the decay

process. Thus, dark counts not occurring during the

decay process are not collected and do not degrade the

accuracy with which Pfl is determined.

3) The radiation is tunable.

The last point is significant if one wishes to sort out the effects of

competing dissociation channels. Assuming a single dissociative channel

exists in a certain energy range, the polarization measurement of the

fluorescence at one excitation wavelength would suffice to characterize

the symmetry of the dissociative surface. However, real systems fre-

quently have many competing channels operating simultaneously, and
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require measurements at a number of excitation wavelengths to decon-

volute Franck-Condon effects that might emphasize a state of one

symmetry (or equivalently, polarization) at one wavelength, the opposite

polarization at another wavelength, and little or no polarization at

intermediate wavelengths. Thus, the tunability of synchrotron radia-

tion as well as its high degree of linear polarization afford an

excellent opportunity for discerning the various channels and states

involved.

The lack of excitation wavelength tunability is a drawback of the

related technique, photofragment spectroscopy. In a photofragment

spectroscopy measurement, one determines the sYmmetry, A2 , and lifetime,
. -1
k1 ' by pulsed laser excitation of a molecular beam containing the

parent molecule. The fragment intensity is monitored (by a mass

spectrometer) as a function of the fragment flight time and the angle

between £1 and the velocity vector of the fragment. Because the mo1ec-

u1ar beam density is frequently low and small collection angles must be

used (for a meaningful angular dependence), the use of laser excitation

is essential for obtaining photon fluxes adequate for good signa1-to~

rioise-ratios. Tunable lasers in the UV and VUV wavelength regions with

suitable photon fluxes are not available at the present time. Thus, the

polarization technique reported in this chapter can extend our capabil-

ities for studying the photodissociation process.

In addition, there are differences in the kinds of -information

gained from photofragment spectroscopy and polarization experiments.

As opposed to photofragment spectroscopy, measurement of the f1uores-

cence polarization yields information regarding the orientation of the

5diatomic rotational angular momentum (the M
J

value, in a quantum~

mechanical sense). Perhaps some of the puzzling questions regarding
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. . 6 7
the high rotational excitation of molecular photolysis products, , as

·well as the possible explanations of this rotational excitation,8 can

be addressed with simple polarization studies.

There is a technical advantage to the polarization analysis tech-

nique, as well. The apparatus is not dependent ona collimated molec-

ular beam (as is the case in photofragment spectroscopy). This

simplifies the experiment considerably, a real "plus" for an experiment

performed at a synchrotron radiation source. 9

II. Classical Description of the Process

The fluorescence polarization, P
fl

, is defined as

.,
Cl

III - 11
- III + 11 '

where III and 11 represent the intensities of fluorescence with £2

parallel and perpendicular to £1' respectively. If it is assumed that

a classical description is valid,lO the fluorescence polarization is

related to the fragmentation process by Eq. (5).5

2
3<cos y> - 1

2 .
<cos y> + 3

Here, y is the angle between ~abs and ~fl (the absorption and fluores

cence dipoles, respectively), and <> denotes an ensemble average •

Equation (5) is derived in the appendix to this chapter.

To clarify the argument, the absorption and transition dipole

moments are "tied" to the molecular frame, which is rotating in the

(4)

(5)

space-fixed coordinate system. For example, consider the lCN case.

*The CN (B -7 X) transition is a L: -7 L: transition, or parallel transition,
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indicating that the transition dipole moment lies along the internuclear

axis. The ground electronic state of ICN is linear~ and let us suppose

that the excited dissociative state is bent and that ~ b lies in the
a s

* 2 +plane of the bending motion. Then the CN (B E ) fragments will rotate

in the plane of the bertding motion~ implying that ~ band B lie in thea s cm

same plane.* Because the radiative lifetime' of CN*(B2E+) is so much

*,
longer than the rotational period of the CN fragment~ there is no cor-

relation between ~abs and ~fl in the plane ("like the minute and hour

11'
hand~ofa clock 'I) so the average angle~ y~ is TI/4~ or Pfl = 1/7.

The various possible cases applicable to direct dissociation have been

11catalogued and are not reproduced here.

III. Experimental

Because of the excellent timing parameters~ polarized fluorescence

was measured as a function of time following the pulse~ i.e.~ decay

curves ~ere generated for both the parallel and perpendicular fluores-

cence components. Thus~ collisional and time-dependent depolarization

ld b · . 'd 12cou e lnvestlgate •

The experimental apparatus was similar to that of Chapter 4. The

traditional right-angle geometry was employed for excitation/observation

(see Fig. 1). An interference filter (Microcoatings~ Inc.~ 113850 BBC)

was placed in front of the polarization analyzer (MellesGriot sheet

po1arizer~ 1I03FPG003) and phototube (RCA 118850) to reject all radiation

o
except CN(B +X) fluorescence. The interference filter (200 A FWHM) has

*It is implicitly assumed that the photodissociation is impulsive~

and that the rotational angular momentum of the parent molecule is much
smaller than that of the product diatomic molecule.
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its peak transmission at 3850 Ato transmit principally the~v = 0

13
sequence. Low fluorescence intensity necessitated the use of a large

o
band-pass (8.7 A FWHM) on the monochromator used to select the excitation

wavelength. Extensive checks were made for spurious polarization

signals. In particular, the stray light level was found to be

negligible.

Data were collected at ICN pressures from 10 to 100 millitorr,

measured using a capacitance manometer (MKS 315 BHS-10) and held constant

by a servo-driven ieak valve to pressure deviations of 0.5% or less.

IV. Results

The data analysis revealed no effects of pressure on the polari-

zation; only the 50 millitorr results are presented here. The data

were analyzed by subtracting the dark count background from both the

parallel and perpendicular decay curves, then summing counts between

t 1 = 6 nsec and t 2 = 50 nsec (see Fig. 2). It was found that other

choices for t
1

and t
2

yielded the same value for the fluorescence

polarization, but with poorer signal-to-noise ratios. We chose t 1 to

be 6 nsec rather than 0 nsec to exclude Rayleigh-scattered stray light.

The observed time-independent behavior suggests that the collisional

quenching cross-section is so large 14 ,15 that the collisional depolari-

zation (alignment destruction) is not competitive. The 50 millitorr

results are shown graphically in Figure 3 and are summarized in Table

11 0

bars in Figure 3.

variations in reproducibility of the results, which are given as error

to the

1.. Corrections resulting from our finite acceptance angle (0 =

h If . 1· ) f db' . . f' . 16 «1%) .. .a -ang e were oun to e ~ns~gn~ ~cant - 0 ~ncompar~son
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V. Discussion

Several interesting trends can be noted in the results. First,

the degree of vibrational excitation of the parent ICN, which subse-

quently predissociates, appears to have a profound effect on the degree

o
of polarization observed in the neighborhood of 1400 A.. Second, popu-

lating the first three members of the lowest-lying Rydberg series

(A
ex

000

1698 A, 1331 A, 1247 A) all led to vanishing values of polari-

zation in the diatomic fragment fluorescence. Finally, we note that

th b d 1 ' t' 11" Our results l'mply17 thate 0 serve po arlza 10ns were a posltlve.

the transition dipole moment, 11 b ' lies in the triatomic plane or. ~a s

along the triatomic axis if the equilibrium geometry of the ICN dis-

sociative state is bent or linear, respectively.

One sees from ~igure 3 that all polarization measurements were done

at wavelengths corresponding to peaks in the fluorescence excitation

spectrum. This was done because the signal was low and the background

(dark current from the phototube) was of comparable intensity. While

simplifying the experiment, these choices of excitation wavelengths

complicated the analysis of the data. This is because the states of
)'(

ICN(A2) that are populated are not simply (directly) dissociative but

predissociative. Using the reasoning of Section II, one concludes that

the measurement is sensitive not only to the symmetry of the dissocia

tive surface but also to the symmetry and lifetime the predissociating

* *state; i.e., absorption takes ICN (AI) to a bound state ICN (A2) which,

after rotating for the length of its dissociative lifetime, undergoes
~, ,

a non-radiative transition to ICN (A2), which is the dissociative

electronic state. This rotation of the parent molecule prior to
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dissociation will reduce the anisotropy of the fragment and the

polarization.

So, the comparison of the reported results with Table 1 of Ref. lIb

is not strictly valid. More recent measurements in the region of

o
1650 A (no ~redissociating reson~nces are present; see Fig. 3) have

yielded positive polarizations with values of P ~ 0.09. Thus, the claim

that ~ b· involves a parallel transition appears to be correct.
a s

VI. Conclusions

These results are preliminary, but are extremely encouraging, none-

theless. It appears that the polarization of fragment fluorescence is

indeed a sensitive probe of the photodissociation event. Qualitative

insight has been gleaned from simple classical modeling, but a full

quantum treatment would be much more satisfying. In particular, a
. 2

treatment of the predissociation process and its relation to <cos y>

and P
fl

would be most desirable.
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APPENDIX

Derivation of Equation (5)5

In Section II, it was stated that

2
= 3<cos y> - 1

2
<cos y> + 3

(AI)

'1

To prove this, we must first clarify the nature of the coordinate systems

employed in the derivation. The space-fixed coordinate system has

cartesian axes X, Y, and Z; the macroscopic observables are usually

referenced to this coordinate system (e.g., polarization of excitation

and fluorescence radiation, propagation vector of the radiation). The

microscopic variables are attached to the molecule-fixed cartesian axes,

x, y, and z (e.g., z is frequently chosen as the internuclear axis of

linear molecules.) Probability of electronic excitation (or fluores-

cence) involves polarization of the radiation (in the space-fixed

frame) as well as the electronic transition dipole (in the molecule-

fixed frame). Thus, a prescription is necessary for the transformation

between the molecule-fixed and space-fixed coordinate systems.

Since all of the quantitites that will be discussed are vector

quantities, the discussion will be limited. One can describe a vector,

B; by the magnitude of its three cartesian components ~ , ~ , and ~ ,
x y z

or its magnitude (IB!) and three direction cosines, ~x/IBI, ~y/IBI,

and ~ IIBI. Since we are concerned with relative and not absolutez

fluorescence intensities, III and 11 , the latter description is appro-

,)

priate. For brevity, we define A
g

~ I IB I, where g = x, y, z. Thus,
g

a vector B can be expressed as
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l! = I.BI L
g

"A g,
g (A2)

"where g is an index. running from x to z, and g represents a unit vector

in the g direction.

Using the Euler angles,18 (a, 8, y), we can view the vector, B b '
a s

in the s~ace-fixed coordinate system using Equation (A3) and Table 1 of

Ref. 19.

where the ~Fg are direction cosine matrix e1ements. 19 For simplicity,

the molecule fixed coordinate system is usually chosen so that

(A3)

~abs "Babs = z z. (There is no loss in generality in doing this, since

the parent molecule angular orientation comprises an isotropic distribu-

tion and all orientations are averaged over.) Equation (A3) then

simplifies to

I I \ ,aba F".= ~abs L ~Fz A Z
F

(A4)

If the excitation radiation is polarized along the space fixed Z axis,

2
the probability for absorption of radiation is proportional to ~Zz. Let

the fluorescence transition dipole lie in the direction g. Then the

probability for the molecule fluorescing with the £-vector parallel to

2
Z is proportional to ~Zq. Consequently, the probability for emission

of radiation with £ vector parallel to £1 is given by

and similarly, the probability for emission of radiation with £-vector

CAs)
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perpendic~lar to £1 is

I
<",2 ",2'

1 ex "'Zz "'Xq>·

Here, the averages denoted by <>refer to all initial orientations of

the parent molec~le; i.e., one averages overda sin8d8dy/8TI2 , where y

is the E~ler angle and not the variable in Eqs. (AI).

To cast Eqs. (AS) and (A6) into a more useful form, we note that

<P
Fq

= L <P
Fg

<P

g
gq'

where F represents Z or X and g x., y, and z. Sq~aring, we obtain

<p
2 L L <P <P <P <Pg q'Fq

gl g2
Fg

I
Fg2 glq 2

(A6)

(Al)

(A8)

where gl = x, y, and z, g2 = x, y, and z, b~t they are independent indeces.

S~bstituting Eq. (A8) into Eqs (AS) and (A6) , we obtain

III < L L <p
2

<P <P <P <P > (A9)
Zz Zgl Zg2 glq g2q

gl g2

and

11 = <L L <p
2

<P <P <P <P >. (AIO)
Zz xg l

Xg
2 glq g2q

gl g2

To change these equations into usable forms, note that averages are

over the initial orientations of the molecule, meaning factors such as

<P and <P are pulled out of the average sign (but left in the sum).
glq g2q

Formally, Eq. (A9) is rewritten as

(All)
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andEq. (AlO) can be rewritten in a similar fashion.

that the only nonvanishihg terms occur when gl = gZ.

III. = <-l. ~Z +...L ~Z +.l. ~Z
15 xq 15 yq 15 zq

ZOZare has shown

Following Ref. 11a,

a

= <...L (~2 + ~2 + ~2 ) + 1Z5 ~Z >
15 xq yq . zq zq

1 Z Z
15 + 15 <~zq>

where use has been made of the identity

L ~Z l.
g gq

Similarly,

I =.1... __1_ <~Z >
1 15 15 zq·

At this point, we note that

Z Z
<~ > = <cos Y>,zq .

where y is the angle between ~abs and ~fl. (This is really just the.

Z. definition of <~ >~) Substituting Eq. (A14) into Equations (A1Z) andzq

(A13), and using the definition given by Eq. (4) the desired result is

obtained.

3<cosZy> - 1
=

Z<cos y> + 3

(A1Z)

(A13)

(A14)

(AI)
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Table 1. Polarization Values at
Various Resonance
Wavelengths

0 2A (A) Pfl (x 10 ) y(degrees)ex

1698 -0.26 54.9

1575 2.66 52.9

1464 8.23 49.2

1402 4.07 52.0

1400 5.47 51.0

1394 6.40 50.4

1387 7.53 49.6

1331 0.09 54.6

1247 -0.08 54.7

1149 3.03 52.6

. )
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

Figure 2. Fluorescence decay curves of the polarized

emission (background subtracted). The horizontal

bar indicates the time period in which data were

analyzed (see text).

Figure 3. Degree of polarization andf1uor~scent intensity

of the CN fragment as a function of excitation

wavelength. (Fluorescence excitation spectrum

is uncorrected for variations of incident photon

flux with wavelength; this does not affect the

polarization measurements.)
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

It has been shown that the capabilities of synchrotron radiation

are both diverse and promising. The timing and polarization properties

have·proved extremely useful for gas-phase VUV Studies below 11.8 eV

(the lithium fluoride cutoff energy). Time-of-flight (TOF) photoelectron

spectroscopy of gases has also shown great promise at higher photon

. 1energles.

This thesis is by nO means exhaustive or comprehensive; rather, it

gives a glimpse of possibilities the future holds. Attempting a broad

view of any growing e~perimental technique is usually self-indulgent

instead of visionary, but a few ideas are proposed anyway.

The polarization method described in the last chapter could also

be applied to the photoionization process. In this case, one would be

. sensitive to the alignment of the molecular ion produced in the photo

ionization process. Preliminary studies by Caldwell and Zare2 using a

HeI resonance lamp have already demonstrated the feasibility of such

experiments.

A considerably refined version of the monochromatized fluorescence

apparatus described in Chapter 3 could be applied to study vibronic

distributions of fragments populated by either photodissociation or

photoionization. Again, resonance lamp studies have shown the feasi

bility of such projects 3 (for the photodissociation case), but little

has been done with synchrotron radiation to exploit the many existing

possibilities.
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One particularly appealing experiment would utilize the tunability

to study effects of resonance excitation (e.g., the Rydberg transitions

of leN) on state distributions of the products through monochromatized

fluorescence measurements. Perhaps such measurements will be done in

the future. w

Technical progress also facilitates scientific progress. A

"windowless" differentially-pumped branch line is currently under design

for use at SSRL. The photon energy range will be 5 eV ~ hv ~ 160 eVe

I am waiting with bated breath•.•

All things considered, the scientific promise of synchrotron

radiation for gas-phase research in physical chemistry is tremendous.

A small fraction of this potential has been realized and discussed in

this thesis. The most natural corollary to this conclusion is that

there is a large fraction left to our collective imagination.
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